The Concluding Verses of a “Lyrical Poem in Khotanese”
HIROSHI KUMAMOTO

Among the Khotanese literary texts of Indian inspiration perhaps the most famous is
the R¤ ma story. It was first published with a translation and commentary by Harold W.
BAILEY in 1940.1 Recently R. E. EMMERICK, who has a new edition in preparation,
devoted an article and a number of remarks to this important text.2 Next in fame would
be the avad¤na of Prince Sudhana and kinnarÂ Manohar¤ , which survives in three
manuscripts and several fragments. It was also translated by BAILEY in 1966,3 and a new
edition is announced by the hand of Mauro MAGGI. MAGGI also produced an excellent
edition of the “Love story of a householder’s son and a minister’s daughter”, which
unfortunately breaks off in a single manuscript just when the narrative was put in
motion. 4 Also known from incomplete Khotanese versions are the story of Prince
KuÊ¤ la, son of AÒ oka, and his stepmother TiÓ yarakÓ it¤,5 and the story of Nanda the
merchant.6 In both of them only the beginnings of the stories are preserved.
Unlike these, the text known as a “Lyrical poem” 7 does not offer a continuous
narrative. It is known from six manuscripts, which the late professor Mark DRESDEN
called A, B, C, D, E and F in his edition in the Waldschmidt Festschrift.8 In the longest of
them (E) the text reaches the beginning of verse 30, with four p¤das for each verse,
where the manuscript breaks off. The topics in these verses are the coming of spring,
various flowers and birds, songs of the bards (m¤gadha), and homage to the amorous
sport of young lovers. Towards the end, however, the author seems suddenly to shift to a
sober tone, recalling a number of legendary figures who suffered from or perished on
account of amorous passion, thus offering admonition against such transgressions from
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Buddhist viewpoints.
Unfortunately, DRESDEN did not live to complete “a full translation, with annotations
and glossary” (op. cit. p. 84), leaving behind only an undated draft translation full of
lacunae and queries. It is essentially the interpretation he imparted, nearly twenty years
ago now in one of his last classes in Khotanese, to a few students including the present
writer, whom the honoree of these pages had persuaded to take up Iranian studies and
then sent to Philadelphia. Although the text as a whole remains as impenetrable as it was
then, attracting relatively few remarks from the specialists in the series of Studies in the
Vocabulary of Khotanese (I, 1982; II, 1987 and III, 1997), it may be time to start a fresh
attempt at interpretation. In what follows I shall try to present the last part of the extant
text of the poem with a hope to invite improving opinions and remarks from others.
As DRESDEN points out (op. cit. p. 83) “the poem is structured in four-line strophes”.
Since this obviously follows the Indian model, it is more convenient to refer to each
strophe by the number (1-29) written, in most cases, at the end of the strophe in the main
manuscript (P 2956 = DRESDEN’s E), and to the p¤das within the strophe by a, b, c and d,
rather than giving each p¤da the consecutive number (1 – 117) as was done by DRESDEN.
The synoptic text and the concordance table of the six manuscripts given by DRESDEN
show that we have practically two versions of the poem, namely Ch. 00266 (A) and P
2025 (B), apart from a few lapses, going together against P 2956 (E). This latter, beside
giving the longest text of all, is likely to have had originally a complete text whose first
two strophes, preserved in A and B, and part of strophe 3 as well as strophe 30 (only the
first two words of 30a left) onwards are lost due to the damage to the manuscript. On the
other hand, the scribe of B stopped copying at the end of strophe 24 and went on to copy
the Sudhana avad¤ na, while that of A did not quite finish copying the end of strophe 24
before starting also the Sudhana story. Since it is not possible, for the time being, to
decide whether either of A and B is a copy of the other (the matter depending also on the
evaluation of the Sudhana part), I shall call α the source represented by the three
manuscripts, shown schematically as below:
α
A

B

E

Another group of manuscripts which exhibit a different arrangement of strophes are
P 2985 (DRESDEN’s C; called Paris Y by BAILEY) and P 2022 (DRESDEN’s F). P 2985 (C)
has 12 strophes, of which strophes 1, 2, 3, and 5 correspond to strophes 1, 2, 3 and 5 of α
respectively, but the agreement stops there. For the remaining strophes see the table
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below (- shows no corresponding strophe).
P 2895
1
2
3
4
5
6

α
1
2
3
16
5
19

P 2895
7
8
9
10
11
12

α
15
22

Unlike P 2985, where the beginning of the text is marked with the double vertical strokes
before strophe 1 and strophe 12 comes at the end of a roll, it is not possible to know how
many verses P 2022 (F) originally had. In the present state it has 20 strophes at the end of
a roll, of which only five have correspondences in α, thus:
P 2022
*3
*8
*11
*12
*15

α
25
28
23
24
9

A third group of manuscripts would be those in which some verses from these
collections are quoted among more or less non-literary documents. P 2896 (DRESDEN’s
D) could be included here. It is of a miscellaneous character, like a copybook of a student,
beginning with the opening of the Sudhana story (lines 2-5), then followed by several
incomplete drafts of letters (lines 16-48), strophes 1, 2 and 3a-c of our poem (lines
49-55), and again some more letters (lines 56-68), finally ending in a Sanskrit verse in
Khotanese orthography (lines 69-71).9 The nine strophes of the “love poem” at the end
of the famous Staël-Holstein roll (lines 52-73)10 were probably copied from a similar
source, although none of them happen to match strophes in our lyrical poem. Thus we
have, on the one hand, some manuscripts which preserve more or less well-formed
collections of verses, and, on the other, those where some verses from these collections
are incidentally quoted.
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Text (manuscript E, lines 49-76)11 and Translation
22a
b
c
d

puÌÞ da ar£haÇda cÞ saÇts¤ r£ n£raÇd¥
na-Ç ysÂ ra brrÂ aÒ t£ na v¤ jß hai bv¦ <re>a
a mß Ò tu kÂ ra yu«iÇb haÇdara ysaÇthv<¤ >c
ca ma Ó Ö ¤ Ç jÞ hauji rri vyattived panÞ «ai
a

20 2

b

c

MS bv¦ ; B bvaurÃ , C bv¤ rai. B yß «ai, C Â «ai. MS ysaÇthv¥ ; B ysaÇthvi,

C ysaÇthv¤ . dB vy£tteva, C vyattaive.

“The virtuous arhants who have gone out of saÇs¤ ra,
in their heart there is no beloved, nor do they know love-making.
In other births I have done a merciless deed,
(I), whom my lover leads astray everyday.”
23a
b
c
d

prrihajinyau hv<a>Ê «yaue ¥mi byaÇdi na tsÞ {i}v¥
Ó kaujÂ nai sauh£ bida p£’js£ na Ó iÓ «if
saÇts¤ r£ drr¤ ma {ni} khu rai bida mÂ recag
¤ ram¤ rga bh¤ vy¥r£ saÇts¤ ra n£raumyara
e

20 3

f

MS hv¦ Ê «yau; B hvaÊ «y¤ Ç, F hvaÊ «au. B Ó aitti, F Ó aiÖ ha. gB mÂ raica with

rai written over ca, F mÂ racai.

“You, ordinary (pÑ thagjana) men, do not become confounded!
A strong one does not attach (himself) to the goodness (sukha) of
saÇsk¤ ra.
SaÇs¤ ra is such a thing as a mirage (marÂ ci) on the plain.
Meditate on the noble paths (¤ rya-m¤ rga), go out of saÇs¤ ra!”
24a
b
c
d

k¦ ma tte ya pÂ rÞ yau b¤ «£ prrihajinau satva
cÞ m¥ra kÂ «eÒ au’h jsa Ó iÓ Ö ii k¦ maguÊ ¤ Ç bid£
avam¤ va be’ysi paryi na r£ vÂ j<ai>Ó Ö ¤ daj
drr¤ myi sauha kaiÊ a dÞ r¤ naryi vavadak
h

i

20 4

j

B kleÒ au’, F satsaira. B Ó aiÓ Ö a, F basta. MS vÂ j¤ Ó Ö ¤ da; B vÂ jaiÓ Ö ¤ da,

F vÂ jÂ Ó Ö auda. kB vavadi, F vavaÇda.

“Which ordinary beings of former times were they,
who were attached to objects of desire (k¤ maguÊ a) here through kleÓ as?

11

< > for editor’s addition or emendation to the MS; { } for editor’s deletion from the MS; [ ] for
broken parts in the MS; x for an illegible akÓ ara.
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They did not yet see countless Buddhas delivered,
attaining remote narakas because of such pleasures (sukha).”
25a
b
c
d

m¤ d¤ tt£ rre vÂ na haÇkhÂ ysi jsÂ na varaÓ Ö e
pÜ Ì¤ Ç prribh¤ v<£na>l n¤ va Ò akrr¤ Ç ¤ ysaÇ
Ò Þ rÂ pi’Ìau jsa Þ ysir£ biÒ £ tcabrrÂ yim
k¦ <ma>guÊ v¤ aviphaÇdi Ó Ö ¤ jsÂ na paÒ ¤ ve
l

20 5

m

MS prribh¤ va, F prrab¤ v¥n£. F nÂ hÂ yi.

“King M¤ ndh¤ tar enjoyed life without number,
he took the seat of Íakra by the power of (his) merits (puÊ ya)
(and) by the strength of (his) valor. Then he scattered all the gold,
he gave up life unsatisfied with objects of desire.”
26a
b
c
d

jausti ÌahauÓ u£ jastyau phar£ ys¤ r£ salÂ
vi[Ó Ö ?]¤ man [ji?]nÂ d-Þ o s¤ na varai hauve pÂ hÂ ya
k¦ maguÊ ¤ Ç keÊ ¤ dalÂ pa Ò aysdi padÂ d¤ Ç<d£>p
kauc¦ k¥ ra rraispÞ ra mau«£ drraipye kaiÊ a
n

20 6

o

Only some traces of an akÓ ara left. One akÓ ara totally lost. pMS padÂ d¤ Ç.

“NahuÓ a fought with gods for many thousand years.
They (=gods?) *destroy (his) *abode and the enemy stopped his
powers there.
Because of objects of desire they made DilÂ pa into a snake.
Prince KÂ caka died because of DraupadÂ .”
27a
b
c
d

brrÂ ye kaiÊ a pauÊ «£ hauda piÓ kala tt¤ ra gv£Ó Ö £
sÂ jsa udaiÒ £ diÒ agrÂ kÓ ¥ pÞ nyau jsa ysira bai’st£
gauttama Ò akrra jasta ysurre jsa ah¤ lya kaiÊ a
jabvÂ vÂ jinav¥ jiq mithÞ nadarm£ kaiÊ a
q

20 7

Somewhat unusual shape of the akÓ ara ja.

“Because of love P¤ Ê «u had (his) head split in seven pieces.
On account of SÂ t¤ DaÒ agrÂ va had (his) heart pierced with six arrows.
Gautama had, through (his) anger at Íakra deva on account of Ahaly¤ ,
destroyed the land of JambudvÂ pa, because of mithuna-dharma.”
28a
b
c

vy¤ si rreÓ a’ya p¤ tc£ k¤ Ò is¤ drar Þ diÒ ¤ y£
tcÞ rv¤ yi kÂ th¤ Ó Ö £ r<a>h£ s k¤ «£ x gÞ h£ khiÊ «£
b[rr]Â [v]Â jet brrÂ thiu jsa paj<s>¤ «£ v m¤ staw Ó Ö au
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d

rauste a[bi]Ìex pajsi Ó i’ ¤ drrak£ y r¦ ma-Ó ai
r

s

t

20 8
u

F kaiÒ t¥ s¤ d£r£. MS reh£; F rah¥ . F brrÂ yÂ jai. F brrÂ tt£. vMS paj¤ «£;

F pajs¤ «£. wF abaust¥ . xF abai’Ìa. yF raud£k£.

“The Ñ Ó i Vy¤ sa then on account of K¤ Ò i-sundarÂ ,
on all fours drew a cart to the city like an ox.
Overwhelmed by the whirlwind of love, intoxicated,
that Udraka-R¤ maputra lost five magical powers (abhijÌ¤ ).”
29a
b
c
d

Þ ysir¤ v¤ si kaÇthi pasv¥ st<r>Â y¤ z udiÒ ¤ y£
gaupak£ pyidau d¥hauÒ <t>iaa v¤ sile kaiÊ a
sÃ na Þ upaysauna tta dv¤ brr¤ vara hatca
Þ ma udi[Ò ¤ y]£ Ò [Þ ]je js¤ Çd£ tca«£ simaudrra Ó Ö ¤
z

20 9

aa

MS stÂ y¤ . MS d¥ hauÒ i’.

“The city of Asurav¤ sa burned down on account of women.
Gopaka clouded (?) (his) virility because of V¤ siÖ Ö hÂ (?),
Sena and Upasena, those two brothers together,
because of Um¤ killed each other near the ocean.”

Notes
22c amß Ò tu Adj. in –ua (ASg.) from O(ld) Kh(otanese) mulysdi- “compassion” with
negative a-. So correctly in Dict. 6a s.v.; cf. Studies I 105, III 125 on Dict. 339a muÒ t£ jsa
erroneously interpreted as “dislike, malice”.
Pres. pt. fem. (-¤ Çgy¤-; Suffixe 78) of jÞ h- “to love” (SGS 36) followed
22d jÞ hauji
by the particle ra (so in B, C). In BAILEY’s (Dict. 112b) jÞ h¤Çjara < *jÞ h¤na-© i-kara
“maker of love” the supposed suffix -© i- cannot be explained.
The reading of C ca baÒ dai in KT III (also Dict. 112b, 393b) followed by DRESDEN is
wrong. The MS has ca ma Ó Ö a like E and B ca ma Ó Ö ¤ Ç.
The hapax vyattive (B vy£tteva, C vyattaive)12 is explained by BAILEY in two ways. In
Dict. 112b it represents “BS vyattiv- < *vivart¤pay-”, which is phonologically
impossible and semantically incompatible with the meaning “practises” given by
BAILEY to the passage. In Dict. 393b it is translated as “has practised” and explained as
12

Z 2.51 vyattu “clearly” (< vyaktam) already explained by E. LEUMANN is different. Kal(¤Ò a)
biyat- “to pass” under vivartat´ “turns from” in CDIAL 11917a is explained differently by
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“a loan-word Pali vyatta- (BS vyakta-) with –ev- … , vyattev- ‘to experience (by
practice)’”. However, the meaning of the Pali word is rather “learned, skilled” unfit for
the present context. The variant spellings in the MSS. strongly suggesting vyatt- + -evpoint to the secondary derivation within Khot. from the Pkt. ppp. vyatta- + causative
forming –ev-, not from vi-aÌj- as BAILEY saw, but from vi-vÑ t- “to turn aside” (cf.
PISCHEL, Grammatik §102 °viatta-). The form thus would be the pres. 3sg. as in the pf. tr.
3sg. fem. in L(ate) Kh(otanese) -y¤ (masc. –ye) would be expected.
23a prrihajinyau hv<a>Ê«yau “ordinary men” is the VPl. and tsÞ va as well as d
bh¤ vy¥ ra, n£raumyara is 2pl. imperative.
23b The MS E clearly has Ó iÓ «i, the 3sg. pres. of Ó iÓ -/Ó iÓÖ a- “to take hold of” (SGS 130).
B has Ó aitti, probably a miscopying from the presumed source *Ó aiÓ «i, and F has Ó aiÖ ha
which is evidently a corruption. KT III (all editions), Dict. 176b, and DRESDEN all have
the negative na which precedes as part of the word (preverb). They misread as naÓ i«i (for
E) and naÓ aima (for F). The whole entry of naÓ aima “attachment” (Dict. 176b) must
therefore be deleted.
23c In translation “such a thing” is after B drrau hera, F ttrau haira, E having only
drr¤ma “such”. On the phrase rai baida mÂ reca “a mirage on the plain” see Z 5.63 kho
rro vÂ r£ marÂ ca ja«£ Þ tca saitt£ “water appears to a fool as a mirage on a plain: (= MaÌj.
196 sa khu rai vÂ mÂ rÂ ce ja«a utca saitta).
24a k¤ma tte ya “Which … were they?” refers to the legendary figures beginning with
King M¤ ndh¤ tar in 25a.
24b MS F has basta “bound” instead of Ó iÓÖ i (E), Ó aiÓ Ö a (B) “attached”; see Dict. 410a
Ó £Ó - “adhere”.
24d vavanna- in Z 24.53 brahma-lovi vavann£ “he attained the world of Brahma” is
already explained by E. LEUMANN as < upapanna-. Here the pres. pt. active vavaÇda- in
all three MSS. points to the existence of the present stem *vav- at least in L.Kh. as a
secondary (back-) formation within Khotanese from the borrowed ppp.; see DRESDEN
(1972) 110.

MORGENSTIERNE, IIFL IV 88 as “borr. from Ir. *wi-tarta-”.
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25a The story of King M¤ ndh¤ tar, who, having conquered all the worlds and ascending
the heaven, shared the seat of Íakra with the god himself, then wished the rest of the seat,
whereupon he was reduced to a mere mortal and died, is told in the P¤ li J¤ taka No. 258,
the Divy¤vad¤na, chap. 17, and the MÞ lasarv¤stiv¤da-Vinaya (see further references in
PANGLUNG, 35f.).
25c Cf. MBh. 13.80.5 where M¤ ndh¤ tar gave away hundreds of thousands of cows. Less
satisfactory is Dict. 135b tcabalj- “to break up, scatter, separate” where ysir£ (so MS, not
yser£; bis£ is a misprint for biÒ £) here is taken as “heart” (Dict. 352a ys£ra-) and not as
“gold” (Dict. 352b ysÂ rra-), with a translation of the passage as “he oppressed the whole
heart”, preferring (even under tcabalj-) the variant F nÂ hÂ yi (nihalj- “to restrain”).
26a The reading of KT III followed by DRESDEN is jaustiÌa hauÒ £ jastyau. Here
hauÒ £ (for the expected *hauÒ £’) would be the 3sg. pres. of hauÒ - “to carry off” and
jastyau IAbPl “gods” (hardly VPl). But jaustiÌa is unexplainable except as the LSg. of
*jausta-, the ppp. to juv-/justa- (< IIr. *yud(h)-) “to fight” (thus “fought”, not “a/the
fight”). In any case no subject noun would be at hand. However, the akÓ ara read as Ò £ is
actually Ó u£ with two vowel signs above and below. From this we can recover, in the
form of ÌahauÓ u£, the name NahuÓ a, who usurped Indra’s throne and ruled heaven for a
long time (MBh. 5.11), in a peculiar, but not so exceptional, Khotanese spelling.
Curiously, the one who was made into a snake by the curse of the ÑÓ i Agastya is this
NahuÓ a (MBh. 5.17), not DilÂ pa as in 26c below.
26b vi[ÓÖ ?]¤ma is conjectural. On the assumption that akÓ aras vi x-¤ ma represent one
word, the most likely candidate would be either viÒ t¤ma “establishing” (as in
SuvarÊabh¤sa 12.13 viÒ temate) or, more frequent, vaÓÖ ¤ma “stay, concentration (of mind,
etc.)” written in this case with vi-. The remaining traces of the second akÓ ara are not
incompatible with ÓÖ a. The next word, x nÂ dÞ, on the other hand, would be the 3pl.pres.
verb in -Â Çd£ + u “and”. BAILEY in KT III 39 (followed by DRESDEN) reads <ya?>nÂ dÞ
“they do, make, and” but apparently with no particular reason. <ji>nÂ dÞ “they destroy,
and” or <jsa>nÂ dÞ “they kill, and” can be as good a guess. In any case the line remains
unclear.
26c This may not be the same King DilÂ pa of the R¤m¤yaÊa 1.41 and the RaghuvaÇÒ a
1.12ff. MBh. 5.101.15 mentions a snake named DilÂ pa. The final long -¤ of keÊ¤ may
simply be a mistake by attraction of the preceding Ê¤Ç, but the final -¤ Ç of padÂ d¤Ç of
the MS is unexplainable unless it is the 3sg. pf. tr. fem. (padÂ d¦) or the 3pl. pf.
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padÂ d¤ Çd£ with the last akÓ ara missing.
26d MBh. 4.21.
27a On this expression see EDGERTON, BHSD s.v. sph¤layati; saptadh¤ mÞrdhnaÇ
sph¤ley¤ (Mah¤ vastu) “the head would burst in seven pieces”, etc.; cf. Dict. 126a tt¤ra“forehead, etc.”. In MBh. P¤ Ê «u died of KiÇdama’s curse (1.116).
27c Cf., inter alia, R¤ m¤ yaÊ a 1.47.15-32.
28a In Z 5.3 vy¤ys£ riÓ ay£ “the Ñ Ó i Vy¤ sa” is k¤lÒ a-sundhare bÂ s£ “the servant of
K¤Ò i-sundarÂ ”. The story of the “Beauty of K¤Ò i”, who chose, as a form of svayaÇvara,
the religious life under the Buddha over a number of royal suitors, is told in the
Avad¤ na-Ò ataka, no. 76 (there K¤ Ò ika-sundarÂ ).
28b See Dict. 138a s.v. tcahora “four”; 360a rraha- “chariot”; 59a k¤ r- “to draw”.
28c See Dict. 201a where the text of F is translated. pajs¤«a- (E paj¤«a-) is, as BAILEY
points out, related to (a)ttajs¤«a- (JSt 23d, 57c; p. 475a) “(un-)surpassed” with a
different preverb (cf. SGS 231).
28d For this line see Studies II 24 (the entry of ¤drraka- “prince” in Dict. 18a is to be
deleted). On Udraka-R¤ maputra (Uddaka-R¤ maputta in P¤ li) see MALALASEKERA I,
382f. On the five kinds of supernatural knowledge see BHSD s.v. abhijÌ¤ .
29a In MBh. 8.24.121 evaÇ tat tripuraÇ dagdhaÇ d¤nav¤Ò ca apy aÒ eÓ ata¹ “Thus the
triple city (of demons) was burned, and (all) the demons too without exception”. pasva
(SGS 78 pasÞ js- “burn” intr.) agrees with the NSg. fem. of kaÇth¤- “city”. On st<r>Â y¤
see Dict. 433b.
29b pyidau is possibly a miswriting for *pyaudi; cf. Dict. 236b p£t¤m- “to obscure”;
SuvarÊ abh¤ sa 3.58 pyaud£ “confounded (by anger, passion, folly)” (SKJÆRVØ ).
29c The two Asura brothers, who killed each other “near the river” because of Tilottam¤ ,
not of Um¤, are Sunda and Upasunda in MBh. 1.204. The reading of KT III followed by
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DRESDEN is Þ ma u dev£ Ò Þje js¤Çd£ “Um¤ and the deva killed each other”.13 On the
photograph the akÓ ara after u is di rather than de at the end of line 75, and only the vowel
sign -£ is visible at the beginning of the next line. The word is evidently udiÒ ¤y£ “on
account of” (Pkt. < uddiÒ ya) either partly broken or incompletely written.
The above interpretation of these verses, which is in many points highly conjectural,
would show that, besides some allusions to the well-known episodes such as Indra
cursed by Gautama or KÂ caka killed by BhÂ ma, quite a few appear to be purely fantastic
having no grounds either in the Sanskrit epic and Pur¤Êic sources or in the Buddhist
legends. Nevertheless, the use of these names alone, however mixed-up, attests to the
degree to which the non-Buddhist Indian tradition had penetrated the literati of the
kingdom of Khotan in the ninth to the tenth centuries.
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Z

Poems conclude at the point where you have competed your pouring and force-fitting a conclusion, at that point may not be a good idea.
A good poem leaves it to the readers to draw their conclusions, like any work of art. One way to conclude is to repeat the first line, but
only if the same line, read again after the poem, can provide a totally new perspective. Another way is to paint a bigger picture as though
you are zooming out. 1.4K views. a lyrical poem expressive of an exalted or enthusiastic emotion. Elegy. a poem written for or about
someone dead.Â the form of a poem in which the lines follow each other without formal grouping, the only breaks being dictated by
units of meaning. (not divided into stanzas). Sound Poem. an artistic form bridging literary and musical composition, in which the
phonetic aspects of human speech are foregrounded instead of more conventional semantic and syntactic values. Aleatory Poem. a
poem created from parts of the works of various authors combined to form one composition. The Concluding Verses of a "Lyrical Poem
in Khotanese". Festschrift Minoru Hara (2000), S. The Concluding Verses of a "Lyrical Poem in Khotanese" H IROSHI K UMAMOTO
Among the Khotanese literary texts of Indian inspiration perhaps the most famous is the RÂ¤ma story.Â Synoptic Khotanese text and
English translation containi ng the corresponding Sanskrit text compared with the Tibetan and Chinese versions (403 pp., xerox). The
present study deals with three MSS in Khotanese, a Middle Iranian language, found in Tun-huang, Chinese Turkestan. They are: P2786
(250 lines) preserved at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, Or8212.186 (80 lines) and part of Or8212.162 (45 lines), both preserved at
the British Museum, London. These three mutually related texts belong to the g View. The Maitreya-samiti and Khotanese. Article.
Hiroshi Kumamoto.Â The Concluding Verses of a "Lyrical Poem in Khotanese. Article. Hiroshi Kumamoto. View. The Injunctive in
Khotanese. Article. Hiroshi Kumamoto. From such verses the Poems in these volumes will be found distinguished at least by one mark
of difference, that each of them has a worthy purpose. Not that I always began to write with a distinct purpose formerly conceived; but
habits of meditation have, I trust, so prompted and regulated my feelings, that my descriptions of such objects as strongly excite those
feelings, will be found to carry along with them a purpose. If this opinion be erroneous, I can have little right to the name of a Poet.Â
Having dwelt thus long on the subjects and aim of these Poems, I shall request the Readerâ€™s permission to apprise him of a few
circumstances relating to their style, in order, among other reasons, that he may not censure me for not having performed what I never
attempted.

